YOU WILL NEED:
Card Stock
Scissors
Hole Punch
Ribbon

DIRECTIONS:
Step 1: Print each page on heavy card stock paper, then fold each page in the center at the indicated fold line. Step 2: Have an adult help you cut the folded bookmark along the edge at the indicated area. (you can add a piece of colored construction paper in the center to make the bookmark more rigid) Glue the two sides of each bookmark together and let dry. Step 3: Punch a hole at the indicated area for ribbon or string. Place the string and tie securely.
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Gobblefunk Language

CHIDLERS  » Children
DELUMPTIOUS  » Delicious
FIGGLERS  » Fingers
GIGGLER  » Little Girls
PHIZZWIZARDS  » Happy Dreams
RUMMYTOT  » Nonsense
SKUMPING  » Worried
SPLITZWIGGLED  » Caught
TROGGLEHUMPER  » Nightmare
WHIFFLING  » Heading Off
WHIZZPOPPER  » Fart
WHOPSEY  » A Little Bit
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PUNCH HOLE, ADD RIBBON

GLUE TOGETHER AND LET DRY

1. FOLD

2. CUT

3. Gobblefunk Language
   - CHIDLERS » Children
   - DELUMPTIOUS » Delicious
   - FIGGLERS » Fingers
   - GIGGLER » Little Girls
   - PHIZZWIZARDS » Happy Dreams
   - RUMMYTOT » Nonsense
   - SKUMPING » Worried
   - SPLITZWIGGLED » Caught
   - TROGGLEHUMPER » Nightmare
   - WHIFFLING » Heading Off
   - WHIZZPOPPER » Fart
   - WHOPSEY » A Little Bit
GLUE TOGETHER AND LET DRY

PUNCH HOLE, ADD RIBBON

1. FOLD

2. CUT

3. 4

Gobblefunk Language

CHILDERS  » Children
DELUMPTIOUS » Delicious
FIGGLERS  » Fingers
GIGGLER    » Little Girls
PHIZZWIZARDS » Happy Dreams
RUMMYTOT  » Nonsense
SKUMPING  » Worried
SPLITZWIGGLED » Caught
TROGGLEHUMPER » Nightmare
WHIFFLING  » Heading Off
WHIZZPOPPER » Fart
WHOPSEY    » A Little Bit